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Abstract. A stochastic approach to ﬁssion dynamics based on two-dimensional Langevin equations was applied
to calculate the anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragments angular distribution and average pre-scission neutron multiplicities for the compound nucleus 248 Cf formed in the 16 O + 232 Th reactions. Postsaddle nuclear dissipation strength
of (12–14) ×1021 s−1 was extracted for Cf nucleus by ﬁtting the results of calculations with the experimental
data. Furthermore, it was found that the results of calculations for the anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragments angular
distribution and pre-scission neutron multiplicities are very sensitive to the magnitude of post-saddle nuclear
dissipation.
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1. Introduction
The magnitude of nuclear dissipation is one of the
most interesting and challenging problems in nuclear
physics, particularly in low and intermediate energy
regions of heavy ion physics. At present, there are several models for dissipation but they give dependences
which are very different from each other. For example,
two-body dissipation [1] predicts a decrease of dissipation with temperature as T −2 , whereas the linear
response theory [2,3] predicts that dissipation increases
with temperature. On the other hand, there are certain
indications that the nuclear dissipation is deformationdependent. Fröebrich et al [4] made a detailed
study of ﬁssion dynamics for several nuclei using
Langevin equations and after comparing calculated ﬁssion probability and pre-scission neutron multiplicity
with the experimental data, suggested a phenomenological shape-dependent nuclear friction. The phenomenological friction turned out to be smaller than
the standard wall formula value for nuclear friction
up to the saddle point, and it would sharply increase
between saddle and scission points. Furthermore, for
the analysis of different aspects of nuclear ﬁssion many
researchers have used wall formula [5], while many
others have assumed constant nuclear dissipation in

their calculations [6–14]. In the present investigation,
we use the value of the pre-saddle friction equal to
3 × 1021 s−1 , in accordance with recent theoretical
estimates and experimental analyses [15–21], whereas
the post-saddle friction strength is determined by ﬁtting calculated data on the anisotropy of the ﬁssion
fragments angular distribution and average pre-scission
neutron multiplicities with the experimental data for
248 Cf. In our calculations, we use two-dimensional
Langevin equations to simulate the ﬁssion process of
the compound nucleus 248 Cf formed in the 16 O +
232 Th reactions. In our dynamical calculations, half of
the distance between the centre of mass of the future
ﬁssion fragments was used as the ﬁrst dimension and
the projection of the total spin of the compound nucleus
onto the symmetry axis, K, was considered as the second dimension. It should be mentioned that many
researchers, for describing different features of fusion–
ﬁssion reactions in statistical or dynamical models,
assumed that compound nuclei have zero spin about
the symmetry axis, whereas this assumption is not consistent with statistical or dynamical models as ﬁrst
pointed out by Lestone [22]. Furthermore, Lestone
[22] stressed that a large volume of heavy-ion-induced
ﬁssion data needs to be reanalysed in the framework of
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statistical or dynamical models. Therefore, consideration of the K coordinate as an independent collective
coordinate in the dynamical calculations is necessary to
simulate the ﬁssion process of the compound nucleus
248 Cf.
The present paper is arranged as follows: In §2, we
describe the model and basic equations. The results of
calculations are presented in §3. Finally concluding
remarks are given in §4.

2. Description of the model and basic equations
In the present investigation, we use a stochastic
approach based on Langevin equations to describe the
ﬁssion dynamics of 248 Cf formed in the 16 O + 232 Th
reactions. The Langevin equations in one dimension
can be given as [23]
p
dr
=
dt
m(r)
 
dp
p2 d 1
∂F
=−
−
− ηṙ + R (t) ,
dt
2 dr m
∂r

eq. (2), c0 = cR and R = 1.16A1/3 . The parameters
A0 and B0 are given as
1
B0
−
3
5
c
c−1
.
B0 =
2

A0 =

Relation between the dimensionless ﬁssion coordinate
r and elongation parameter c can be expressed by [18]


1 3
r(c) = (3c/8) 1 + c (c − 1) .
(4)
15
The description of the ﬁssion process including particle emission starts from an initial state corresponding
to the ground state of the compound nucleus whose
shape is characterized by the collective coordinate r0 ,
the corresponding conjugate initial momentum p0 , the
intrinsic excitation √
energy Eint with the corresponding
temperature T0 = Eint /a(r0 ) and the initial spin J0
for each trajectory by the Neumann method with the
generating function

(1)

where r is the dimensionless ﬁssion coordinate and is
deﬁned as the ratio of half of the distance between the
centre of mass of the future ﬁssion fragments and the
radius of the compound nucleus, p is the conjugate
momentum, m is the inertia parameter, η is the friction
coefﬁcient, R(t) is a random

  force withthe properties
R(t) = 0 and R(t)R t  = 2ηT δ t − t  and F
is the free energy of the system. The free energy is
deﬁned as F (r, T ) = V (r) − a(r)T 2 , where V(r) is
the potential energy, a(r) is the coordinate-dependent
level density parameter and T is the temperature of the
system. The Fermi gas model is used to determine the
temperature
of the system according to the equation
√
T = Eint /a(r), where Eint is the intrinsic excitation energy. The coordinate-dependent level density
parameter is of the form a(r) = av A + as A2/3 Bs (r),
where A is the mass number of the compound nucleus
and Bs is the dimensionless functional of the surface
energy in the liquid drop model. Values of the parameters av = 0.073 MeV−1 and as = 0.095 MeV−1 are
taken from ref. [24]. In cylindrical coordinates, the
surface of a nucleus of mass number A with elongation
parameter c can be deﬁned as

z2
2
A0 c02 + B0 z2 ,
(2)
ρ (z) = 1 − 2
c0
where z is the coordinate along the symmetry axis and
ρ is the radial coordinate of the nuclear surface. In

(3)

V (r0 ) + Ecoll (r0 , p0 )
T

 dσ (J )
.
(5)
×δ r0 − rgs
dJ

(r0 , p0 , J0 , t = 0) ∝ exp −

The initial state is assumed to be characterized by
the spin distribution of compound nuclei dσ (J )/dJ
according to the scaled prescription [18]
dσ (J )
2J + 1
2π
= 2
.
dJ
k 1 + exp((J − Jc )/δJ )

(6)

Here Jc is the critical spin and δJ is the diffuseness.
The parameters Jc and δJ can be obtained by the
following relations [18]:

1/3
1/3
Jc = AP AT /ACN AP + AT

(7)
× 0.33 + 0.205 Ec.m. − Vc
and

⎧
(A A )3/2 ×10−5 [1.5 + 0.02(Ec.m .−Vc −10)]
⎪
⎪
⎨ P T
for Ec.m. > Vc + 10,
δJ =
⎪(AP AT )3/2 ×10−5 [1.5 − 0.04(Ec.m. −Vc −10)]
⎪
⎩
for Ec.m. < Vc + 10,
(8)
when 0 < Ec.m. − Vc < 120 MeV; and when Ec.m. −
Vc > 120 MeV, the term in the last brackets is put equal
to 2.5.
Figure 1 shows partial cross-sections as a function
of spin for 248 Cf, for example, for projectile energy
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Figure 1. The partial cross-sections as a function of spin
for 16 O + 232 Th.

Ec.m. = 100, 110 and 120 MeV. It can be seen from
ﬁgure 1 that as centre-of-mass energy of the projectile
increases, the value of spin of the compound nucleus
formed increases.
The collective inertia m, is calculated in the frame
of the Werner–Wheeler approach and the intrinsic
excitation energy is deﬁned as
Eint = E ∗ − p 2 /(2m) − V (r) − Erot − Eevap (t), (9)
where Eevap and Erot are the nucleus excitation energy
that light particles have carried away by the instant t
and the rotational energy, respectively. E ∗ is the total
excitation energy of the nucleus. The potential energy
V can be determined from [22,25]
V (r, A, Z, J, K) = Bs (r)Es0 (Z, A) + Bc (r)Ec0 (Z, A)
(J (J + 1) − K 2 )h̄2
+ (sharp)
I⊥
(r) 45 M0 R02 + 8M0 a 2
K 2 h̄2
+ (sharp)
,
I
(r) 45 M0 R02 + 8M0 a 2
(10)
where Bs (r), Bc (r) are the surface and the Coulomb
energy terms, respectively. Es0 and Ec0 are the surface
and the Coulomb energies of the corresponding spherical system as determined by [26,27], M0 is the mass
(sharp)
of the compound nucleus, I⊥( ) are the moments of
inertia for a sharp-edged nuclear density distribution
with respect to the axes perpendicular and parallel to
the symmetry axis of the ﬁssioning nucleus, R0 is the
radius of the spherical system and a = 0.6 fm. The
decay widths for n, p, α, γ emission are calculated at
each Langevin time step t. The emission of a particle
is allowed by asking at each time step along the trajectory, whether the ratio of the Langevin time step t
to the particle decay time τpart is larger than a random
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number
ξ(0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1), where τpart = h̄/ tot and tot =


.
The probabilities of decay via different chanv
v
nels can be calculated by using a standard Monte Carlo
cascade procedure, where the kind of decay selected
with the weights v /tot with v = n, p, α, γ . After the
emission of particle of type v, the kinetic energy εv of
the emitted particle is also generated via a Monte Carlo
procedure. Then the intrinsic excitation energy of the
residual mass and spin of the compound nucleus are
recalculated and the dynamics is continued. The loss
of angular momentum is taken into account by assuming that each neutron, proton, or a γ quantum carries
away 1h̄, while the α-particle carries away 2h̄. The
particle emission width of a particle of type v can be
calculated by [28]
 Eint −Bv
mv
dεv σinv (εv )
v = (2sv + 1)
π 2 h̄2 ρc (Eint ) 0
×ρR (Eint − εv )εv σinv (εv ),
(11)
where sv is the spin of the emitted particle v and mv
is its reduced mass with respect to the residual nucleus.
σinv is the inverse cross-section [28]. ρR (Eint −Bv −εv )
and ρc (Eint ) are the level densities of the residual and
compound nuclei. Bv and εv are the separation energy
and kinetic energy of the evaporated particle v, respectively. The width of the gamma emission is calculated
as in ref. [29].
Figure 2 shows some Langevin trajectories calculated by the Langevin equations as functions of time.
In the simulation of the evolution of a ﬁssile nucleus,
a Langevin trajectory either reaches the scission point
and counts as a ﬁssion event or if the intrinsic excitation
energy becomes smaller than the height of the ﬁssion
barrier or the binding energy of a neutron, it counts as
an evaporation residue event.

Figure 2. Some Langevin trajectories with initial conditions J = 45h̄, K = 35h̄ and T = 2 MeV reach the scission
point (solid curves) and terminates in the potential well
(dotted curves).
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The ﬁssion fragment angular distributions can be calculated by the standard transition state model. In the
framework of this model, the angular distribution of the
ﬁssion fragments for a ﬁssile system can be determined
by considering a certain transition conﬁguration. There
are two assumptions on the position of the transition
state and consequently, we can consider two variants
of the transition state model. These models are the
saddle point transition model (SPTS) [30–32] and the
scission point transition model (SCTS) [33–35]. In the
SPTS model, it is assumed that the mean time of stay
of a nucleus in the saddle point region is sufﬁciently
larger than a characteristic time of equilibration of K
mode. In other words, the time τgs of the motion of
the system from the ground state to the saddle point is
much longer than the relaxation time of the K degree of
freedom, τK . Furthermore, it is assumed that the mean
time of descent of a nucleus from the saddle to scission point, τss , is shorter in comparison with τK , and
also that the K distribution at the saddle point is determined by the Boltzmann factor exp(−Erot /T ). On the
contrary, if τK is much shorter than the descent time
from saddle to scission point, the SCTS model can be
used to determine the anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragment
angular distribution. It should be mentioned that neither the SPTS nor the SCTS models can be reproduced
simultaneously well with the angular distributions for
the reactions with both heavy and light ions [36]. Consequently, it was assumed that the transition state is
located somewhere between the saddle point and the
scission point. Perhaps, this is due to the fact that the K
value may be altered during the saddle–scission evolution. In the standard theoretical approach, the angular
distribution of ﬁssion fragments can be determined as
follows:
2


 J
(θ ) ,
(12)
W (θ, J, K) = (J + 1/2) DM,K

sample. The anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragment angular
distribution is given by

where J is the spin of a compound nucleus, M is the
projection of J on the axis of the projectile ion beam,
K is the projection of J on the symmetry axis of the
nucleus, θ is the angle between the beam axis and
J
(θ ) is
the nuclear symmetry axis and function DM,K
the symmetric-top wave function [30]. In case of the
fusion of spinless ions, the value of M is zero and the
angular distribution of ﬁssion fragments can be determined by averaging expression (12) over an ensemble
of Langevin trajectories.
Ni

2
1 
 Ji

(Ji + 1/2) DM=0,K
(θ
)
(13)
W (θ ) =
 ,
i
Nf

ξ(t)ξ(t  ) = 2δ(t − t  ).

i=1

where Nf is the number of Langevin samples that
have ﬁssioned and Ji is the spin of the ith Langevin

A=

W (0◦ )
.
W (90◦ )

(14)

It can be shown that the anisotropy of the ﬁssion
fragment angular distribution can be given by the
approximate relation
 2
J
W (0◦ )
≈1+
,
(15)
◦
W (90 )
4K02
where the variance of the equilibrium K distribution
K0 is
K02 =

T

Ieff =

Ieff ,
h̄2

I I⊥
,
I⊥ − I

(16)

where I , I⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular
moments of inertia which are calculated at the transition state and T is the nuclear temperature.
In the present investigation, we do not use any
approximation for the value of relaxation time for the
K coordinate and obtain the value of this parameter
as in ref. [37]. Lestone and McCalla [37] proposed
the description of evolution of the K collective coordinate using the Langevin equation for overdamped
motion and showed that the evolution of the K collective coordinate can be determined by the equation
√
γK2 J 2 ∂V
dt + γK J ξ(t) T dt,
(17)
2 ∂K
where the dissipation coefﬁcient of K, γK , is a parameter controlling the coupling between the orientation
degree of freedom K and the heat bath and ξ(t) is a
random variable that possesses the following statistical
properties:
dK = −

ξ(t) = 0
(18)

It should be mentioned that Lestone et al [38] obtained
0.077 (MeV zs)−1/2 as the value for the dissipation
coefﬁcient of K. The Langevin equation for the K coordinate, eq. (17), and the Langevin equations, eq. (1),
are connected through the potential energy. The rotational part of the potential energy is calculated by
Erot (r, J, K) =

(J (J + 1) − K 2 )h̄2
(sharp)

I⊥
+

I

(r) (4/5) M0 R02 + 8M0 a 2
K 2 h̄2

(sharp)

,
(r) (4/5) M0 R02 + 8M0 a 2
(19)
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In the dynamical calculations eqs (1) and (17) are integrated simultaneously with the same time step until the
scission or evaporation residue condition occurs. By
averaging eq. (17), it can be shown that


γ 2 J 2 ∂V
dK
=− K
.
(20)
dt
2
∂K
From the expression for the rotational energy, it follows
that
γK2 J 2 h̄2
dK
K .
=−
dt
2Jeff

(21)

It can be shown that by assuming a constant γK , the
solution of this equation has the form


γK2 J 2 h̄2
K(t)K0 = K0 exp −
(t − t0 ) ,
(22)
2Jeff

2

Bi (r) = Mp (r)−Md (r)−Mi , where Mi (i = n, p, α),
Mp (r) and Md (r) are the mass of the emitted particles,
the masses of the mother and daughter nuclei, respectively. Figure 3 shows the results of average pre-ﬁssion
neutron multiplicities for 248 Cf, in terms of different
values of the post-saddle friction.
It can be seen from ﬁgure 3 that the results of calculations for the average pre-scission neutron multiplicities
are in good agreement with the experimental data when
the value of post-saddle friction is equal to (12–14)
× 1021 s−1 . Figure 4 shows the results of anisotropy
of the ﬁssion fragment angular distribution for 248 Cf
calculated with different values of post-saddle friction.
It can be seen from ﬁgure 4 that the results of calculations of the anisotropy of ﬁssion fragment angular

which gives the following expression for the relaxation
time:
2Jeff
.
(23)
τK = 2
γK J 2 h̄2
It can be seen that the relaxation time depends on the
effective moment of inertia and consequently, on the
shape of the ﬁssioning nucleus.

3. Results of the calculations and discussion
In the present investigation, we have used dynamical model on the basis of two-dimensional Langevin
equations to calculate the average pre-scission neutron
multiplicities and anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragment
angular distribution for 248 Cf formed in the 16 O +
232 Th reactions. In our calculations, we have used
the value of pre-saddle friction as 3 × 1021 s−1 as in
refs [15–21], whereas the post-saddle friction strength
was determined by ﬁtting calculated data on the average pre-scission neutron multiplicities and anisotropy
of the ﬁssion fragments angular distribution with the
experimental data. In other words, the magnitude of
post-saddle friction was considered as a free parameter. It should be stressed that for calculating the
anisotropy of ﬁssion fragment angular distribution, an
accurate prediction of particle multiplicity is necessary. Consequently, in the present investigation, we
have considered the deformation effects as in ref. [39]
to calculate the pre-scission particle multiplicities for
248 Cf. The mass formula [40] contains the deformation
Coulomb and surface energy terms (Bc (r) and Bs (r))
and so the particle binding energy Bi (i = n, p, α)
is a function of the collective coordinate r, because

Figure 3. The average pre-scission neutron multiplicity for
the compound nucleus 248 Cf as a function of energy for different values of post-saddle friction. The experimental data
(ﬁlled circles) are taken from refs [41,42].

Figure 4. The anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragment angular
distribution for the compound nucleus 248 Cf as a function
of energy for different values of post-saddle friction. The
experimental data (ﬁlled circles) are taken from refs [43,44].
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Figure 5. Fission barrier height of 248 Cf as a function of
total spin J at T = 0, T = 2 MeV and K = 0h̄.

distribution for 248 Cf are in good agreement with the
experimental data when the value of post-saddle friction is equal to (12–14) × 1021 s−1 . It can also be
seen from ﬁgures 3 and 4 that the results of calculations for the average pre-ﬁssion neutron multiplicities
and anisotropy of ﬁssion fragment angular distribution
for 248 Cf are very sensitive to the magnitude of the
post-saddle friction. Furthermore, it can be seen from
ﬁgures 3 and 4 that at lower centre of mass energies, the
values of the average pre-ﬁssion neutron multiplicities
and anisotropy of ﬁssion fragment angular distribution
calculated with the value of post-saddle friction equal
to 12 × 1021 s−1 are very close to the experimental
data, although, at higher centre of mass energies, the
experimental data can be reproduced by considering
the value of post-saddle friction equal to 14 × 1021 s−1 .
It can be explained as follows: at higher centre of mass
energies a compound nucleus is formed with a larger
value of spin and so the ﬁssion barrier height and the
ﬁssion time will be reduced (see ﬁgures 1 and 5). Consequently, for reproducing experimental data, the value
of post-saddle friction should be increased.

4. Conclusions
A stochastic approach to ﬁssion dynamics based on
two-dimensional Langevin equations was applied to
calculate the average pre-scission neutron multiplicities and anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragment angular
distribution for the compound nucleus 248 Cf formed
in the 16 O + 232 Th reactions. In the calculations,
the magnitude of pre-saddle friction was considered
equal to 3 × 1021 s−1 as in refs [15,21], whereas the
post-saddle friction strength was determined by ﬁtting
the calculated data on the average pre-scission neutron
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multiplicities and anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragments
angular distribution with the experimental data. In
other words, the magnitude of post-saddle friction was
considered as a free parameter. It was also shown that
the results of calculations of the pre-scission neutron
multiplicities and anisotropy of the ﬁssion fragment
angular distribution for 248 Cf are very sensitive to the
magnitude of the post-saddle friction. Furthermore, it
was shown that the above-mentioned experimental data
can be satisfactorily reproduced for 248 Cf by considering the magnitude of post-saddle friction as (12–14) ×
1021 s−1 .
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